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BOOK REPORTS 
The Book Reports section is a regular feature of Computers SY Mathematics with Applications. 
It is an unconventional section. The Editors decided to break with the longstanding custom of 
publishing either lengthy and discursive reviews of a few books, or just a brief listing of titles. 
Instead, we decided to publish every important material detail concerning those books submitted 
to us by publishers, which we judge to be of potential interest to our readers. Hence, breaking 
with custom, we also publish a complete table of contents for each such book, but no review 
of it as such. We welcome our readers’ comments concerning this enterprise. Publishers should 
submit books intended for review to the Editor-in-Chief, 
Professor Ervin Y. Rodin 
Campus Box 1040 
Washington University in St. Louis 
One Brookings Drive 
St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A. 
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. . at Work: -Communtccrtron Bm the Workvw K&h 
Devlin and Duska Rosenberg. CSLI Publications, Stanford, CA. (1996). 212 pages. $59.95 (hardback), $19.95 
(paperback). 
Contents: 
Acknowledgments. Prologue: Understanding information. 1. The fine power of a culture. 2. Crossing the 
boundaries. 3. Situation theory. 4. Whose mother is it? 5. Sacks, norms, and mathematics. 6. LFZ analysis. 
7. The PRF at work. 8. Interpreting the PHF. Epilogue. Bibliography. Index. 
gfor. Josep Dk, Maria Seine, Paul Spirakis and Jacob0 To&. Cam- P . 
bridge University Press, Cambridge. (1997). 158 pages. $39.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Introduction. 2. Basic concepts. 3. Extremal graph properties. 4. Flounclmg, interval partitioning 
and separation. 5. Primal-dual method. 6. Graph decomposition. 7. Further parallel approximations. 8. Non- 
approxlmability. 9. Syntactically defined classes. Appendix 1. Definition of problems. Bibliography. Author 
index. Subject index. 
e. By E. Heed Doke and Bill C. Hardgrave. John Wiley & Sons, New York. AI ’ 
(1998). 190e;agee. $28.95. 
Contents: 
1. Why study object-oriented technology? 2. Object-oriented concepts. 3. Why study Object COBOL? 4. The 
evolution of the COBOL language. 5. Fundamentals of Object COBOL. 6. Working with superclesses and sub- 
classes 7. Data management. 8. User interface. 9. Object COBOL and beyond. Index. 
Businesses Plau: Cases and Models. By P. Ghemawat. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1997). 255 pagee. 
$27.00. 
Contents: 
Foreword (Daniel F. Spulber). Preface. 1. Game theory and business strategy. 2. Relative prices and backlogs 
in the large turbine generator industry. 3. Preemptive capacity expansion in the titanium dioxide industry. 
4. Capacity reduction in declining chemical processing industries 5. Product innovation in the private branch 
exchange industry. 6. Process innovation in the steel industry. 7. Entry and deterrence in Britiih satellite 
broadcesting. 8. Conclusions. Appendix A. Appendix B. References. Index. 
&. By Jerry Glynn and Theodore Gray. Cambridge University TeB ‘n ’ 
Press, Cambridge. (1997). 347 pagee. 864.95 (hardback), $24.95 (paperback). 
Contents: Preface. 1. The basics. 2. For users of older versions of Mathematics. 3. Speaking to Mathematice. 
4. Lists, tablee, vectors, and matrices. 5. Numerical calculations. 6. Algebra. 7. Packages. 8. Two-dimensional 
plotting. 9. Three-dimensional plotting. 10. Other graphics, and sounds. 11. Calculus. 12. Text and document 
features in Mathematics. 13. Programming. 14. Programming the front end. 15. Mathematics and science 
education. 16. Mathematicc and the Internet. 17. Stastics and data analysis. References Index. 
&verse Stefan Problema. N. L. Gol’dman. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht. (1997). 250 pagee. $139.66, 
Dfl. 225.00, E83.06. 
Contents: 
Preface. Acknowledgments. Introduction. Basic de&nations. 1. Statements of quasilinear inverse Stefan 
problems. 2. The regularisation variational method for solving inverse Stefan problems. 3. Algorithms for the 
numerical solution of inverse Stefan problems. 4. Properties of operator representations of inverse Stefan problems. 
Bibliography. Index. 
TheEvolution By Marc D. Hauser. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1996). 760 pages %3&9C1. 
Contents: 
Preface. Acknowledgments. 1. Synopsis of the argument. 2. The evolution of communication: Hiirical 
overview. 3. Conceptual issues in the study of communication. 4. Neurobiological deelgn and communication. 
5. Ontogenetic design and communication. 6. Adaptive design and communication. 7. Psychological design and 
communication. 8. Comparative communication: Future directions. References. Index. 
for Learn&w Autonomous Aaen& By ‘Ibru Ishida. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, MA. 
* (1997). 126 pagee. $92.50, Dfl. 196.00, E70.06. 
Contents: 
1. Healthne search performance. 2. Controlling learning processes. 3. Adapting to changing goals. 4. Cooperating 
in uncertain situations. 5. Forming problem solving organisations. Bibliography. Index. 
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. o&an~&no the Intern& Edited by Brian Kahin and James H. Keller. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1997). 
491pages. $25.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Acknowledgments. Glossary of acronyms. The problem of Internet governance. The self-governing 
Internet: Coordination by design (Sharon Eiiner Gillett and Mitchell Kapor). Governance of the Internet: A 
UK perspecctive (Mark Gould). And how shall the Net be governed?: A meditation on the relative virtues of 
decentralized, emergent law (David R. Johnson and David G. Post). Factors shaping Internet self-governance 
(A.M. Rutkowski). Domain names. Internet domain name8: Whose domain is this? (Robert Shaw). “Domain- 
ia”: The growing tension between the domain name system and trademark law (Alexander Gigante). Trademark 
disputes in the assignment of domain names (Carl Oppedahl). Network solutions and domain name disputes: 
A reply to Carl Oppedahl (Philip L. Sbarbaro). Registering the domain name system: An exercise in global 
decision-making (William A. Foster). Addressing and the future of communications competition: Lessons from 
telephony and the Internet (Ashley Andeen and John Leslie King). In whose domain ?: Name service in adolescence 
(Don Mitchell, Scott Bradner and K. Cl&y). Network numbers. Financial incentives for route aggregation and 
efficient address utilization in the Internet (Yakov Rekhter, Paul Resnick and Steven M. Bellovin). Address 
administration in IPv6 (Eric Hoffman and K. Cl&&). Intercommunications and settlements. Scalable Internet 
interconnection agreements and integrated services (Joseph Bailey and Lee McKnight). Internet exchanges: Policy- 
driven evolution (Bilal Chinoy and Timothy J. Salo). Interconnection, pricing, and settlements: Some healthy 
jostllng in the growth of the Internet (Richard A. Cawley). Settlement systems for the Internet (Maria Farnon 
and Scott Huddle). The Hong Kong Internet Exchange: The economics, evolution, and connectivity of Asian 
Internet infrastructure (Milton Mueller, Joseph Y. Hui and Che-hoo Cheng). Service quality. IP Performance 
metrics (Guy T. Almes). Cooperation in Internet data acquisition and analysis (Tracie Monk and K. ClaSy). 
Contributors. Index. 
The Thwru of Cubature Formulas. By S. L. Sobolev and V. L. Vsskevich. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dor- 
drecht. (1997). 416 pages. $207.00, NLG 350.00, GBP 126.00. 
Contents: 
Foreword to the English translation. Preface. From the Preface to “Introduction to the theory of cubature 
formulas”. 1. Problems and results of the theory of cubature formulas. 2. Cubature formulas of finite order. 
3. Formulas with regular boundary layer for rational polyhedra. 4. The rate of convergence of cubature formules. 
5. Cubature formulas with regular boundary layer. 6. Universal asymptotic optimality. 7. Cubature formulas of 
infinite order. 8. Functions of a discrete variable. 9. Optimal formulas. References. Notation index. Subject 
index. 
Photoshov in a Nutshell: A Desktoo Quick Reference. By Donnie O’Quinn and Matt LeClair. O’Reilly, Se- 
bsstopol, CA. (1997). 584 pages. $19.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. I. Tools. 1. Selection tools. 2. The paint tools. 3. Special tools. 4. The view tools. 5. The color controls. 
6. Quick mssk tools. 7. The view controls. II. Menus. 8. The file menu. 9. The edit menu. 10. The image menu. 
11. The layer menu. 12. The select menu. 13. The filter menu. 14. The view menu. III. Palettes. 15. The 
navigator palette. 16. The info palette. 17. The color palette. 18. The swatches palette. 19. The brushes palette. 
20. The layers palette. 21. The channels palette. 22. The paths palette. 23. The actions palette. IV. Appendixes. 
A. Common techniques. B. Photoshop shortcuts. C. Resolution types. D. Image credits. Index. 
The SGML FAQ Book: Understandina the Foundation of HTML and XML. By Steven J. DeRose. Kluwer Aca- 
demic Publishers, Boston. (1997). 250 pages. $68.00, NLG 145.00, GBP 46.25. 
Contents: 
Foreword. Preface. Reviewers. Organization and conventions. 1. For authors and document editors using 
SGML tools. 2. For authors and document editors who commonly deal with raw SGML. 3. For data conversion 
specialists. 4. For authors and editors using external data or modifying DTDs. 5. For builders of SGML DTDs. 
6. For builders of SGML DTDs who must constrain data in special ways. 7. For builders of SGML DTDs and 
SGML declarations. 8. XML: A simple, standard subset. Appendices. A. Introduction to SGML. B. SGML de- 
limiters. C. SGML productions (Grammar rules). Bibliography. Glossary. Index. 
8. Edited by Lowell 0 ti :R ’ nsh’ 
W. Beineke and Robin J. Wilson. Clarendon Press, Oxford. (1997). 291 pages. $65.00. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction (Robin J. Wilson). 2. Enumeration (Ronald C. Read). 3. Number theory (Roger Cook). 4. Par- 
tial orders (Graham Brightwell). 5. First-order logic (Peter J. Cameron). 6. Linear algebra (Peter Flowlinson). 
7. Matroids (James Oxley). 8. Codes (Robert T. Curtis and Tony R. Morris). 9. Groups (Peter J. Cameron). 
10. Geometry (Edward R. Scheinerman). 11. Topology (Lowell W. Beineke). 12. Knots (Dominic Welsh). 13. Prob- 
ability (Colin McDiarmid). 14. Statistics (Peter Wild). 15. Computing (Robin Whitty). 16. Artificial neural 
networks (Martin Anthony). 17. International finance (Norman Biggs). Notes on contributors. Index. 
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. . of Cm FonnnLp Second edition. By James D. Murray and Willii van&per. O’Ft+&y 
& Associates, Sebastopol, CA. (lQQ6). ill6 pages. $66.00 (CD-ROM included). 
Contents: 
Preface. I. Overview. 1. Introduction. 2. Computer graphics b8sic8. 3. Bitmap files. 4. Vector iilee. 5. Metsfiles. 
6. Platform dependencies. 7. Format conversion. 8. Working with graphics iilee. 9. Data compraeelon. 10. Multi- 
media. II. Graphics file formats. III. Appendices. A. Graphics 6lea and resources on the Internet. B. Graphica 
files and resourcea on the commercial services. C. Installation and setup. Gloeeary. Index. 
out . a emaons and Co&v Numbers: Alaebra an d Ao~liwtio~. By J. P. Ward. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dar- 
drecht. (1997). 237 pages. g120.00, NLG 195.66, GBP 72.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Fundamentals of linear algebra 2. Quaternions. 3. Complexiiied quaterniona 4. Qayley numbem 
Appendices. 1. Clifford algebras. 2. Computer algebra and Cayley numbem. Referencea. Index. 
* . Ovtimal Control and Vasws tv Solut’ n3 of Hamilton-Jacob’ Bellman Eauationa. By Martin0 Bardi and Italo 
Capuz~Dolcetta. Birkh&&, Boston, MA. (1997). 570 pa&. $Q4.56. 
Contents: 
Preface. Basic notations. I. Outline of the main ideas on a model problem. II. Continuous viscceity solutiona 
of Hamilton-Jacobi equations. III. Optimal control problems with continuous value functions: Unrestricted atate 
space. IV. Optimal control problems with continuous value functions: F&&i&d state bpace. V. Dlscontinuoue 
viscosity solutions and applications. VI. Approximation and perturbation problems. VII. Asymptotic problems. 
VIII. Differential games. Appendices. A. Numerical solution of dynamic programming equations (Maurizio Fal- 
cone). B. Nonlinear ‘If, control (Pierpaolo Soravia). Bibliography. Index. 
Multimedia Information Svstemg. By Marim C. Angelides and Sch8hram Dustdar. Kluwer Academic Publishers, 
Boston, MA. (1997). 202 pages. &X4.66, Dfl. 175.00, E57.00. 
Contents: 
Foreword (Borko Furht). Preface. Acknowledgements. 1. The multimedia information systems revolution: The 
unfolding of a reality. 2. Architecture8 of multimedia information systems. 3. Networked multimedia information 
systems. 4. Multimedia on the information superhighway. 5. Application fr8meworks for multimedia information 
systems. 6. Organiaational impacts of multimedia infornmtion systems. 7. Multimedia authoring systems. 8. The 
challenge of multimedia information systems to the MIS manager. 9. Epilogue. References. Index. 
. . a IP Networks vnth Cww HO-. By Scott M. Ballew. O’Heilly, Sebastopol, CA. (1997). 334 pages. 
$29.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. The basics of IP networking. 2. Network design-Part 1. 3. Network design-Part 2. 4. Selecting 
network equipment. 5. Flouting protocol selection. 6. Routing protocol configuration. 7. The non-technical aide 
of network management. 8. The technical side of network management. 9. Connecting to the outside world. 
10. Network security. Appendices. A. Conflgurii lnterfecee. B. Where and how to get new BFCs. C. Obtaining 
Internet draft8 D. Obtrrining IP addremea. Index. 
. . Wavelets: Thwrv and AoolrwaGona. By A. K. Louis, P. Maafl sod A. Kieder. John Wiley & Sons, Chicheater, 
U.K. (1997). 324 pages. g45.CJQ. 
Contents: 
Preface. Notation. Introduction. 1. The continuous wavelet transform. 2. The discrete wavelet transform. 
3. Applicationa of the wavelet transform. Appendlx. The Fourier transform. References. Index. 
nancrol Mode&g. By Simon Benninge. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1997). 415 pages. $45.00 (diskette 
included). 
Contents: 
Preface. I. Corporate finance model8 1. Financial statement modeling. 2. Using Anancial statement models 
for valuation. 3. The financial analysis of leasing. 4. The financial analysis of levemged leesee. II. Portfolio 
models. 5. Portfolio modela_Introduction. 6. Calculating the varlance-covarhmce matrix. 7. Celculating eihcient 
portfolios when there 8re no short s8le restrictions. 8. Estimating betaa and the security market line. 9. Efficient 
portfolioa without short ealea. III. Option pricing models. 10. An introduction to options. 11. The binomial 
option-pricing model. 12. The lognornml distribution. 13. The Black-Scholar model. 14. Portfolio insurance. 
IV. Bonds and duration. 15. Duration. 16. Immunlaation strategies. 17. Ce)culating default-edjusted expect& 
bond returns. 18. Duration and the cheapest-to-deliver problem for treasury bond futurea contracta. V. Technical 
considerations. 19. Generating random numbers. 20. D8t8 table commends. 21. Matrlcea. 22. The Gautrs-Seidel 
method. 23. Excel iimctiona VI. Introduction to Vieusl Basic for Applications. 24. Programming in Microaoft 
Excel. 25. Introduction to wer-deiined functiona in Viiuel Basic for Applications. Beferencee. Index. 
